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ABSTRACT: Versatile electronic skin devices that enable detection of multimodal
signals have revealed great potential for human health monitoring. To make a versatile
electronic skin, hierarchical micronanostructures are essential to obtain improved
sensing performance and multisignal detection capability. However, current strategies
for developing a nanostructured electronic skin usually involve complex procedures,
harsh experimental conditions, and the use of expensive equipment, which limit its
practical applications. In this paper, we reported the fabrication of a multifunctional
wearable electronic skin with hierarchical micronanostructures by using natural reed
leaves as templates. The capacitive-type electronic skin is fabricated by double-sided
coating of Au electrodes on an artiﬁcial polydimethylsiloxane reed leaf that is
duplicated from natural reed leaves via soft lithography. The electronic skin features a
very simple device structure yet high sensing performance. It permits multimodal
signal detection, including that of pressure, deformation, and proximity, and can serve as surface-enhanced Raman scattering
substrates for the detection of metabolites in sweat because of the formation of plasmonic structures. The versatile electronic
skin can be attached to the human skin, and it enables eﬀective monitoring of multiphysiological signals, revealing great
potential for cutting-edge applications, such as human health monitoring.
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■

INTRODUCTION
Electronic skins1−3 are promising soft electronics that hold
great potential for cutting-edge applications in human health
monitoring,4−8 medical treatments,9−11 medical implants,12,13
human−machine interfaces,14−16 and robotic tactility.17−19
Electronic skins generally consist of input/output devices for
human interaction and coupled circuits for information
processing, in which the sensor elements play a critical role
in their performance. At present, ﬂexible sensors that can
detect multiforms of physical, chemical, and physiological
signals have been successfully developed based on diﬀerent
sensing mechanisms. For instance, resistive-type pressure
sensors that feature softness, ﬂexibility, and stretchability
have been fabricated as electronic skins for detecting tiny
forces such as wrist pulses and acoustic vibrations at
throat.20−24 Capacitive-type sensors that consist of a pair of
electrodes and a dielectric layer enable sensitive detection of
pressure, strain, and proximity.25−27 Thermal-sensitive ﬂuidembedded ﬂexible elastomers have been prepared as soft,
reconﬁgurable, and repairable electronics for monitoring
temperature and body motion.28−30 The recent success of
ﬂexible sensors has resulted in the rapid progress of wearable
electronic skins.
To make a versatile and high-performance electronic skin,
hierarchical micronanostructures are essential to obtain
© 2019 American Chemical Society

improved sensing properties and multisignal detection
capability. Especially, with the rapid advances of micronanofabrication technologies in the recent years, sensors that
feature hierarchical micronanostructures have been successfully
fabricated through various “top-down” and “bottom-up”
approaches.31−39 For instance, nanostructured pressure sensors
with high sensitivity and low detection limit have been
successfully developed based on pyramid/microdome arrays,35,37 gratings,33 and interlocking microstructures.32 Notably, these structured pressure sensors have demonstrated much
higher sensing performance as compared with those fabricated
based on planar substrates. However, current strategies for
developing nanostructured electronic skins usually involve
complex procedures, harsh experimental conditions, and the
use of expensive equipment, which limit their practical
applications. Actually, after ultralong time evolution, natural
materials have already possessed sophisticated structures that
impart superwettability, structural colors, mechanical strength,
and various survival skills.40,41 Using natural materials as
templates, biomimetic surfaces with micronanostructures
comparable to their natural models can be readily prepared
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration for the fabrication of the micronanostructured capacitive sensor using a natural reed leaf as the template. (b)
Laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) images and the 3D version of the natural reed leaf. (c) LSCM images and the 3D version of the
PDMS reed leaf prepared via twice duplication. (d−g) Schematic illustration of diﬀerent sensing modes, (d) pressure mode, (e) proximity mode,
(f) strain mode, and (g) SERS mode.
second duplication process. To facilitate the demolding process, we
modiﬁed this PDMS template with ﬂuoroalkylsilane. Artiﬁcial PDMS
reef leaves can be fabricated after the second duplication process.
Fabrication of the Capacitive Sensor. The front and back sides
of PDMS reed leaves were treated with O2 plasma for 5 min to
generate more hydroxyl groups. After that, it was modiﬁed with
mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS) to graft sulfydryl groups on
the surface. The capacitive sensors were fabricated by physical vapor
deposition (PVD) coating of a gold layer on both the front and back
sides of the PDMS reed leaf. Deposition rate of gold was about 0.15
nm/s, and the thickness of the Au layer is 20 nm.
Characterization. The capacitance was recorded by using a GW
INSTEK LCR-6200 meter. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images were obtained using a JEOL JSM-7500 ﬁeld-emission scanning
electron microscope. Raman spectroscopy was performed by using the
HOARIBA, LabRAM HR Evolution instrument. The three-dimensional (3D) surface proﬁles were measured using a laser scanning
confocal microscope (LSCM, OLS4100, Japan).

based on artiﬁcial materials through a simple soft lithography
process.42−49 Some pioneer works have proven the feasibility
of producing bionic pressure sensors by duplicating natural
templates such as lotus,44 mimosa,46 and E. aureum leaves.49
Nevertheless, the reported works are limited to resistive-type
pressure sensors. Currently, considering the diversity of
micronanostuctures that exist in natural materials, the bionic
templating strategy has not revealed its full potential for
fabricating nanostructured pressure sensors, especially, for
developing versatile electronic skins.
In this paper, we reported a capacitive-type versatile
electronic skin with biomimetic micronanostructures using
natural reed leaves as templates. Instead of using a sandwiched
device structure, we fabricated the capacitive-type sensor by
coating Au electrodes on both the front side and the back side
of an artiﬁcial polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) reed leaf that is
duplicated from natural reed leaves via twice soft lithography.
The resultant electronic skin permits multimodal signal
detection, including that of pressure, bending, and proximity,
and can serve as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
substrates for the detection of the metabolites in sweat,
revealing great potential for human health monitoring.

■

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fabrication of the Capacitive Sensor. Reed is a kind of
a very common plant that grows near wetlands. To maintain a
wet environment to survive, its leaves show anisotropic and
hierarchical micronanostructures. In this way, water droplets
can easily roll along its leaf vein to its root. The reed leaf is a
typical model for preparing artiﬁcial superhydrophobic surfaces
that feature anisotropic wettability. We prepared the micronanostructured capacitive sensor using a natural reef leaf as the
template. Figure 1a shows the schematic illustration of the
fabrication procedure. First, a fresh reed leaf was attached to a
ﬂat glass substrate. Soft lithography processing was performed
to duplicate a PDMS template with the reverse structure of the
reed leaf. Then, to facilitate the demolding in the subsequent

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fabrication of PDMS Artiﬁcial Reed Leaves. Fresh reed leaves
were obtained from a lakeside in the campus of Jilin University. The
duplication of reed leaves was performed by twice soft lithography. In
the ﬁrst duplication process, a mixture of the PDMS base and a curing
agent (Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit, Dow Corning Corporation,
Auburn, MI, USA) with a mass ratio of 10:1 was poured into the reed
leaf mold and cured at 85 °C for 2 h. The peeled-oﬀ PDMS replica
with a reverse reed leaf structure was used as the template for the
38085
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duplication, the PDMS template was modiﬁed with ﬂuoroalkylsilane. We performed the second soft lithography and
peeled oﬀ the PDMS reed leaf from the PDMS template for
device fabrication. To form a capacitive device structure, we
coated a thin layer of Au on both the front side (with reed leaf
structure) and the back side (planar structure) through a PVD
method. To improve the interface adhesion between PDMS
and the Au layer, the PDMS reed leaf was treated with O2
plasma and modiﬁed with MPTS. The device features a very
simple sandwich structure, in which the two Au layers
functionalized as electrodes and the interlayer PDMS served
as a dielectric layer. We further characterized the natural reed
leaf and the PDMS reed leaf with a laser scanning confocal
microscope (Figure 1b−e). The natural reed leaf shows a
hierarchical and anisotropic micronanostructure. Periodically
distributed microgrooves with an average period of 150 μm
can be clearly identiﬁed. Besides, randomly distributed
micropapillae can be observed along the grooves. The 3D
version shows the nonplanar structure of the reed leaf.
Interestingly, after twice soft lithography, the reed leaf
structure can be well inherited by the PDMS replica. As
shown in Figure 1c,e, similar structures including the
microgrooves and randomly distributed micropapillae can be
observed on the PDMS surface. The presence of such
microstructures is quite helpful for promoting the sensing
performance and the formation of plasmonic structures after
Au coating. Featuring a unilateral microstructure, the Aucoated PDMS reed leaf can functionalized as a versatile sensor
for detecting multiforms of signals. Figure 1d−g shows
diﬀerent sensing models. As a capacitive pressure sensor, it
can detect various pressures because of the capacitance
changes under pressing (Figure 1d). The mutual capacitance
change is very sensitive to the location of the ﬁnger; thus, the
sensor can detect ﬁnger proximity through a noncontact model
(Figure 1e). Besides, it enables monitoring body motions, for
instance, the bending of a ﬁnger because the strain can also
alter its capacitance (Figure 1f). Interestingly, our Au-coated
PDMS reed leaf can serve as a highly eﬃcient SERS substrate
for detecting the metabolites in sweat because of the formation
of plasmonic structures (Figure 1g). Because diﬀerent sensing
modes work through diﬀerent mechanisms, diﬀerent signals
can be distinguished. The multisignal sensing capability makes
the Au-coated PDMS reed leaf an ideal sensor for human
health monitoring.
Characterization of the Capacitive Sensor. To obtain
deep insight into the hierarchical micronanostructures of both
natural reed leaves and their PDMS replicas, we characterized
these samples by SEM. Figure 2 shows the SEM images of a
natural reed leaf, the PDMS read leaf, and the Au-coated
PDMS reed leaf. The SEM image of a natural reed leaf clearly
shows the microgrooves and the micropapillae, similar to that
observed from the LSCM images. The magniﬁed SEM image
shows that the surface of the reed leaf is quite rough. In
addition to the micropapillae with a size of 10−20 μm, there
are plenty of coiled nanoﬁbers (Figure 2b). After twice soft
lithography, the PDMS replica shows a similar structure
(Figure 2c). Both the microgrooves and the micropapillae were
inherited from the natural template. Nevertheless, the coiled
nanoﬁbers are absent on the surface of the PDMS replica
(Figure 2d). This phenomenon is quite easy to understand.
For nanoscale coiled ﬁbers, it is quite diﬃcult to demold. We
have performed twice soft lithography, and during twice
demolding processes, all the coiled nanoﬁbers are lost. It is

Figure 2. (a) SEM image of the natural reed leaf. (b) Magniﬁed SEM
image of the natural reed leaf. (c) SEM image of the PDMS reed leaf.
(d) Magniﬁed SEM image of the PDMS reed leaf. (e) SEM image of
the Au-coated PDMS reed leaf. (f) Magniﬁed SEM image of the Aucoated PDMS reed leaf. (g) Sectional view of the Au-coated PDMS
reed leaf. (h−k) Elemental maps of Au, Si, and C.

worth pointing out that for a resistive-type pressure sensor, the
nanostructure may be quite important to acquire high
sensitivity, especially at low-pressure regions. While for a
capacitive sensor, the presence of coiled nanoﬁbers is
meaningless because the deformation of coiled nanoﬁbers
may induce an unobvious capacitance change but increase the
risk of detachment of these fragile nanoﬁbers during frequent
pressing. After coating a thin layer of Au, the surface
morphology almost remains unchanged. Figure 2e,f shows
the SEM images of the Au-coated PDMS reed leaf; it is very
similar to the one without Au coating. The sectional-view SEM
image shows that the PDMS reed leaf is about 200 μm in
thickness. The depth of the microgrooves is about 80 μm
(Figure 2g). Considering the softness, elastic resistance, and
the robustness for demolding, the PDMS thickness is an
optimized parameter. To conﬁrm the presence of the Au layer,
Au, Si, and C element maps of the Au-coated PDMS were
collected. As shown in Figure 2h−k, the distribution of Au, Si,
and C coating is quite uniform, indicating the presence of a
continuous Au layer on the PDMS substrate. The thickness of
the Au layer is ∼20 nm. The thickness of the Au layer may
inﬂuence the sensor performance. If the Au layer is too thin,
the gold electrodes may be discontinuous, whereas a much
thicker Au layer may lower the sensitivity of the sensor because
it may cover some of the nanostructures.
Sensing Performance. The capacitive sensing performances of our sensor was quantitatively investigated. The
sensitivity (S) of our capacitive sensor is calculated by the
following equation
S = d(ΔC /C0)/dP

where ΔC is the capacitance change under a certain pressure,
C0 is the pristine capacitance of the sensor, and P is the applied
pressure. Theoretically, the sensor performance does not
depend on the size of the sensor. To choose a suitable sensor
size for practical detection, we used sensors of ∼0.8 × 1 cm for
all the subsequent tests. Figure 3a shows the sensitivity curve
of the Au-coated PDMS reed leaf. In the low-pressure range,
from 0 to 1 kPa, the capacitive sensor shows a quasilinear
dependence sensitivity on the pressure. The sensitivity is
calculated to be ∼0.6 kPa−1. The high sensitivity in the low38086
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Figure 3. (a) Sensitivity of the capacitive sensor. (b) Response and recovery time of the capacitive sensor. (c) Relative capacitance variations of the
capacitive sensor under subtle pressures of one and two PDMS slices. (d) Long-term stability of the sensing paper during repeated pressure
loading−unloading cycles. (e) Photograph of the proximity sensing measurement. (f) Capacitive changes vs the distance between the sensor and
the ﬁnger.

pressure region can be attributed to the presence of
microgrooves and the micropapillae. Such microstructures
can deform easily under tiny pressure and alter the capacitance
of the device. When larger pressure is applied, the sensitivity
decreased accordingly. This can be ascribed to the resistance of
the PDMS slice. Figure 3b shows response and recovery
properties of the capacitive sensor. Within a single pressure
loading and unloading cycle, the response time and recovery
time are measured to be 180 and 120 ms, respectively. Taking
advantage of the high sensitivity in the low-pressure range, the
sensing paper can detect subtle pressures, such as a PDMS slice
(∼50 Pa, Figure 3c). The relative capacitance variations
corresponding to one and two PDMS slices also indicate the
linear behavior of the sensitivity in the low-pressure range. The
detection limit in the mode of pressure sensing is measured to
be ∼4.5 Pa (Figure S1). The capacitive sensor is reliable and
repeatable for detecting diﬀerent pressures. Moreover, during
repeated pressure loading−unloading cycles, our capacitive
sensor demonstrates good stability and durability (Figure 3d).
The capacitance change is repeatable and stable without

performance degradation, indicating the robustness of our
sensor for long-term usage.
In addition to the contact-mode pressure detection, the
capacitive sensor also enables proximity sensing (Figure 3e).
Figure S2a shows the schematic illustration of the detection
mechanism. The sensor is like a parallel plate capacitor, where
two types of capacitance, self-capacitance (Cs) and mutual
capacitance (Cm) coexist in the device. The Cs is the
capacitance of the Au electrode with respect to ground,
which can be ignored. Cm is the capacitance between the two
Au electrodes, which is measured in our experiments. When
external grounded conductors, for instance, a ﬁnger or a metal
rod, gradually approach the sensor, there will be generated a
parasitic capacitance (Cp) between the ﬁnger (metal rod) and
the electrode, which is related to the distance between them.
With the approaching of the ﬁnger, the electric ﬁeld between
the two electrodes will be disturbed and partially shunted by
the ﬁnger, thus reducing the Cm. As the distance decreases, the
Cp increases, and the Cm further decreases accordingly. To
quantitatively investigate the proximity detection capability, we
38087
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Figure 4. (a) Capacitive response of the sensor during the bending and unbending of a ﬁnger for four cycles. The inset shows photographs of a
ﬁnger wearing the pressure sensor at the knuckle. (b) real-time recording of wrist pulses based on the capacitive pressure sensors. The inset shows
photograph of a wrist wearing the pressure sensor. (c) Magniﬁed view of a single pulse. The inset is the commercial electrocardiogram result. (d−f)
Capacitance changes to the acoustic vibrations of diﬀerent words, (d) Chinese word “NI HAO”. The inset is the photograph of the sensor attached
to the throat, (e) “pressure”, and (f) “skin”.

ﬁnger motions such as bending and unbending motions
(Figure 4a). Besides, we also attached the capacitive sensor
onto the radial artery of a human wrist for real-time detection
of wrist pulses. Figure 4b shows the periodic capacitance
change under the pressure of pulses, indicating the
reproducible waveforms of wrist pulses. The pulse rates were
measured to be ∼70 beats min−1. The enlarged wrist pulse
waveform is shown in Figure 4c; three typical peaks, including
the percussion wave (P-wave), tidal wave (T-wave), and
diastolic wave (D-wave), can be well distinguished. We further
compared the pulse waveform with a commercial electrocardiogram sensor (inset of Figure 4c). These results are in
good agreement with each other, indicating that our pressure
sensor is eﬀective.
In addition to motion and pulse detection, the capacitive
sensor is also capable of recognizing human voice by detecting
the acoustic vibrations at the throat. In our experiment, a
capacitive sensor was attached to the throat position (inset of
Figure 4d). We measured the capacitance change when
pronouncing the words “NI HAO” (a Chinese word),
“Pressure”, and “Skin” three times (Figure 4d−f). The
capacitive sensor can discriminate the vibration patterns
when diﬀerent words are pronounced. Moreover, the signals
of these vibration patterns are reliable when these words were
repeated three times.
Unlike those pressure sensors that can detect only physical
signals, our sensor can also functionalize as SERS-active
substrates for detecting chemical/and biological signals from
the metabolites. It is well-known that the dominant enhancement mechanism of SERS can be ascribed to the highly
enhanced electric ﬁeld, also called “hot spot”, at the surface of
metal nanostructures because of the excitation of localized
surface plasmon resonance. According to this design principle,
various metallic micronanostructures have been readily
fabricated and employed as SERS substrates for highly

changed the distance between a hovering ﬁnger and the sensor
and recorded the capacitance changes. Figure 3f shows the
dependence of capacitance changes on the distance. When the
ﬁnger approaches the sensor, a part of the fringing electric ﬁeld
can be absorbed, leading to the negative change in capacitance.
The detectable distance is measured to be ∼7 cm. With the
decrease of the distance, the capacitance of the sensor
decreased obviously. For instance, when the distance is 6
cm, 4% capacitance decrease can be detected. When the
distance decreased to ∼1 mm, the capacitance decreased to
85%. Using a grounded metal rod as an alternative, the sensor
shows a similar proximity sensing property (Figure S2b).
Nevertheless, in the case of a statically neutralized metal rod, it
shows a much smaller capacitance change (Figure S2c). The
proximity sensing capability makes the capacitive sensor
smarter than those resistive-type ones, especially for
applications in robotic tactility. Besides, the sensor also enables
detection of bending deformation through a strain-sensing
mode. Nevertheless, because the Au electrode is not
stretchable, the sensor is only workable within a small bending
angle. Figure S3 shows the schematic illustration and sensitivity
in the strain mode. In a small bending curvature range (e.g.,
from 0 to 0.5 cm−1), the sensitivity is calculated to be 0.7 cm.
The detection limit in the mode of strain sensing is measured
to be ∼0.2 cm−1 (Figure S4). To make a comprehensive
comparison with other similar sensors reported elsewhere, we
summarized the sensing performance of some typical
capacitive sensors in Table S1, in which our sensor shows
multimode detection capability and reasonable performance.
Human Health Monitoring Using the Capacitive
Sensor as the Electronic Skin. The Au-coated PDMS
reed leaf is thin, ﬂexible, and soft, and thus, it can be employed
as a versatile electronic skin for human health monitoring. We
wear the capacitive sensor over the knuckle of a ﬁnger with the
help of a band-aid. The sensor enables sensitive detection of
38088
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Figure 5. (a) SEM image of the surface of Au-coated PDMS reed leaf. (b) SERS spectra of R6G with diﬀerent concentrations. (c) Reproducibility
of the SERS signals tested over 50 points. (d) SERS spectrum of human sweat after exercise.

combination of wearable electronics with SERS may provide
the possibility for SERS detection of human metabolites.
However, to achieve quantitative detection of special
metabolites toward clinical diagnosis, it remains a big
challenge. First, the complexity of metabolites would make
the analysis of SERS spectra quite diﬃcult. Moreover, the
SERS detection mode might be incompatible with general
wearable devices. For instance, it needs a Raman spectrometer
that might be not wearable.

sensitive label-free detection of analytes at a very low
concentration. Natural materials have already demonstrated
various micronanostructures. After silver or gold coating,
plasmonic structures would form, which can serve as SERS
substrates. In our previous works, we have conﬁrmed that
silver-coated rose petals and taro leaves are highly eﬃcient
SERS substrates.50,51 Here, we ﬁnd that the Au-coated PDMS
reed leaf are also SERS active substrates because the Au-coated
reed leaf possesses hierarchical micronanostructures all over
the surface. Additionally, after Au coating, a highly dense Au
island ﬁlm is formed on the surface (Figure 5a). The as-formed
plasmonic structures may help in the enhancement of the local
electromagnetic ﬁeld and achieve high SERS activity. To
investigate the SERS detection ability of the Au-coated PDMS
reed leaf, we employed Rhodamine 6G (R6G) as the probe
molecule and quantitatively evaluated the SERS enhancement.
Figure 5b shows the SERS spectra of R6G within the
concentration range of 10−5 to 10−10 M. As observed from
the SERS spectra, typical bands of R6G (at 617, 718, 1189, and
1362 cm−1) can be identiﬁed, indicating the good SERS
enhancement and the low detection limit. Because the SERS
substrate is soft and ﬂexible, the SERS enhancement can be
further tuned by bending the substrate (Figure S5). Taking
advantage of the uniform micronanostructures of natural reed
leaves, our SERS sensor also demonstrated reasonable
reproducibility. We randomly detected 50 diﬀerent points
from the Au-coated PDMS reed leaf. These 50 SERS spectra
show reasonable homogeneity. By measuring the peaks at 617,
718, 1189, and 1362 cm−1, we found that the SERS signals are
reproducible. (Figure 5c). As compared with other soft SERS
substrates,52,53 our Au-coated PDMS reed leaf shows
reasonable performance (Table S2). Using the capacitive
sensor as the SERS substrate, we demonstrated the SERS
detection of human sweat (Figure 5d). Typical bands of lactic
acid (1170, 1475 cm−1), fatty acids (1270 cm−1), and urea
(1030 cm−1) can be detected from the sweat sample. The

■

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, using natural reed leaves as templates, we have
prepared a capacitive sensor with biomimetic micronanostructures on the PDMS elastomer. The device structure of our
capacitive sensor is very simple. Two thin layers of Au coating
on the front side (with micronanostructures) and the back side
(planar structure) of the PDMS reed leaf can serve as
electrodes, and the PDMS leaf acts as a deformable dielectric
layer. The capacitive sensor demonstrated high sensitivity (0.6
kPa−1) in the low-pressure region and fast response/recovery
time (180/120 ms). It enables detection of multimodal signals,
including tiny forces (e.g., wrist pulses and acoustic vibrations
at throat), motion of ﬁngers, and proximity, and can serve as
SERS substrates for the detection of the metabolites in sweat
because of the natural plasmonic structures after Au coating.
The natural material-templating strategy would facilitate the
fabrication of high-performance pressure sensors. In addition,
the resultant versatile electronic skin that enables multiphysiological signal detection may have great potential for
human health monitoring.
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